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Radio Regenbogen Launches First
HD Radio Test In Germany

Radio Regenbogen, one of Germany's private radio stations,
and network operator Media and Broadcast of T -Systems, have
announced the start of an HD Radio technology field test at the
end of August. Listeners in the Rhine -Neckar area will be able
to receive the Radio Regenbogen program as well as two mul-
ticast formats: Regenbogen Gold and Regenbogen Comedy.

The testing is also supported by Ibiquity Digital, Audioexport
Georg Neumann, Orban/CRL Systems, Broadcast Electronics,
and Ruoss, a company that has assisted with HD Radio tests in
Switzerland. The first test results are to be presented at an event
of the Regional Office for Communication that will be held in
Stuttgart on September 27. 2007

German Public Broadcasters Launch
"Sparse Image Audio Service" Trial

\ "sparse image audio service" trial has been launched by
German public broadcasters WDR in Cologne and MDR in
Leipzig. In the area of greater Cologne, the proposed broad-
casting location is the "Kolnturm" (Cologne tower) in
Mediapark with an aerial height of 160 meters. The DMB mul-
tiplex is on channel 11D, and the radiated power of 10 kilowatts
is aimed at in-house coverage for Cologne city center. Trial
broadcasts consist of existing TV programs as well as visually
enhanced radio programs; for example, displaying the CD cover
of a track being played or a road map with traffic news.

The DAB/DMB technology employed was developed in co-
operation with the Fraunhofer Institute for Telecommunications,
Heinrich Hertz Institute (HHI) in Berlin. Instead of the usual DAB
format, however, a High -Efficiency Advanced Audio Coding HE-
AAC radio format is being used, reducing the bandwidth from
192 kilobits per second to 48 kilobits per second.

Minivan Radio To End
Shortwave Broadcasts

Minivan Radio, the Maldivian opposition station, will end
its current series of shortwave transmissions on August 31. The
shortwave broadcasts, at 1600 to 1700 UTC on 11965 kHz, were
resumed on August 1 after four months during which they had
been available only via the Internet. The station had stopped the
broadcasts in anticipation of winning an FM license, but has so
far been unable to procure one. It's likely that further shortwave
transmissions will be made to cover significant events.

Radio Six International Returns To
Shortwave And Mediumwave

Scotland's only independent international broadcaster, Radio
Six International, returned to shortwave with a resumption of
its Saturday morning broadcast on 9290 kHz beamed to Europe,
the Far East, and Pacific regions. The program, transmitted every
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Saturday between 0700 and 0800 UTC, will be relayed from the
100 -kW facility at Ulbroka, Latvia, as well as from the 2.7 -kW
mediumwave transmitter on 945 kHz in Riga, Latvia.

The station has recently expressed reservations about the
effectiveness of shortwave transmissions and is available 24
hours a day on the Internet at www.radiosix.com as well as via
satellite and FM in various parts of the world at certain times
of day. The shortwave and mediumwave transmissions will
continue until the end of September, when the situation will
be reviewed.

VOA Delano To Close At End Of Summer

Another international broadcasting shortwave site is to close
at the end of the current shortwave broadcast season. The
American Federation of Government Employees, Local 1812,
says that the Broadcasting Board of Governors has announced
the closure of the Delano, California, transmitting station. The
closure is scheduled for October 30, 2007. Employees will
remain on the payroll until January 5, 2008. This site is cur-
rently used for Radio Marti, VOA Spanish and Creole, and
Special English to Latin America.

a
UK Regulator Allows License -Exempt

Use Of UWB Technology

UK communications regulator Ofcom announced a change
to the law to enable the use of a new technology that wireless-
ly connects digital devices in the home. As of August 13, 2007,
Ofcom removed the requirement to hold a license to operate
equipment using approved Ultra-Wideband (UWB) technolo-
gy. UWB allows the transfer of large amounts of data (up to 2
Gb/s) over relatively short distances (around 30 meters).

The technology could promote the convergence of commu-
nications devices and services by, for example, connecting per-
sonal computers, DVD players, portable music players, and dig-
ital cameras without the need for wires. In addition, research
has shown that devices that transfer data using UWB equipment
use low -power technologies that can enhance battery life com-
pared with other wireless technologies.

UWB equipment is already exempt from the need to hold a
license in the United States and Japan, and technology compa-
nies have started to develop and sell UWB products, such as
UWB home hubs, for these markets.

Bhutan Broadcasting Service Inaugurates
New Shortwave Transmitter

The Bhutan Broadcasting Service Corporation inaugurated
a new 100 -kW shortwave transmitter. BBS Radio today broad-
casts 100 hours a week in four languages. The shortwave trans-
mitter was installed with financial support from the Indian
Government. The transmitter, on 6035 kHz, is on the air Monday
through Friday at 0000 to 0600 and 0800 to 1500,
Saturday/Sunday 0000 to 1500 UTC. English is scheduled daily
at 0500 to 0600 and 1400 to 1500 UTC.
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